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Abstract 

Large unbalanced datasets pose challenges for machine learning models, as redundant 
and irrelevant features can hinder their effectiveness. Furthermore, the performance 
of intrusion detection systems (IDS) can be further degraded by the emergence of new 
network attack types. To address these issues, we propose MAFSIDS (Multi-Agent Fea-
ture Selection Intrusion Detection System), a DQL (Deep Q-Learning) based IDS.

MAFSIDS comprises a feature self-selection algorithm and a DRL (Deep Reinforcement 
Learning) attack detection module. The feature self-selection algorithm leverages 
a multi-agent reinforcement learning framework, which redefines the feature selection 
problem by converting the traditional 2N feature selection space into N agent repre-
sentations. This approach reduces model complexity and enhances the search strategy 
for feature selection. To ensure accurate feature representation and expedite the fea-
ture selection process, we have also developed a GCN (Graph Convolutional Network) 
method that extracts deeper features from the data. The DRL attack detection module 
utilizes the Mini-Batchs technique to encode the data, allowing reinforcement learn-
ing to be applied in a supervised learning context. This integration improves accuracy. 
Additionally, the policy network in this module is designed to be minimalist, enhancing 
model efficiency. To evaluate the performance of our model, we conducted compre-
hensive simulation experiments using Python. We tested the model using the CSE-
CIC-IDS2018 and NSL-KDD datasets, achieving impressive accuracy rates of 96.8% 
and 99.1%, as well as F1-Scores of 96.3% and 99.1%, respectively. The selected feature 
subset successfully eliminates approximately 80% of redundant features compared 
to the original feature set. Furthermore, we compared our proposed model with other 
popular machine-learning models.

Introduction
In recent years, the Internet has developed rapidly globally, becoming an integral part 
of people’s daily lives. This widespread adoption of network information systems has 
encompassed various industries, such as online social networking, traffic planning, busi-
ness transactions, the Internet of Things, and military surveillance operations [1, 2]. The 
scale of network data on a global level is projected to reach 400 exabytes per month, 
a significant increase compared to the 120 exabytes per month recorded in 2017. This 
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exponential growth in network data necessitates the implementation of effective infor-
mation systems to safeguard against threats like information leakage and cyber-attacks, 
ensuring the secure transmission of network information and thereby supporting the 
sustainable development of human society and the economy [3, 4]. However, there are 
currently two main issues that need to be addressed:

Feature Selection Challenges: Network traffic data often possess many features, many 
of which might need to be more relevant or relevant. Feature selection is crucial in 
extracting meaningful attributes while eliminating unnecessary ones. However, tradi-
tional feature selection methods might need to improve on large-scale and imbalanced 
datasets, consequently affecting the performance of intrusion detection systems (IDS).

Emergence of New Attack Types: With the continuous advancement of technol-
ogy, novel network attack types continue to emerge, posing challenges for existing IDS 
that may need help to promptly and accurately identify these new attack categories. As 
a result, IDS requires a certain level of adaptability to adjust and recognize unknown 
attack types swiftly.

Researchers have developed the Intrusion Detection System (IDS) to maintain net-
work security and guard against evolving and covert network threats. This system can 
identify anomalous network behaviors by monitoring the network for abnormal activ-
ity and intrusion threats and directing information systems to respond to the threats. 
Denning presented an intrusion detection system based on audit data and statistical 
approaches as early as 1987 [5].

Studies have identified two primary forms of IDS [6]. The first is signature-based IDS, 
which compares network traffic to known attack signatures. However, it is less effective 
against new threats. The second is anomaly-based IDS, which detects unknown threats 
by establishing a normal network model and flagging deviations from it.

Anomaly-based intrusion detection systems have gained dominance in IDS by incor-
porating machine learning techniques such as decision tree (DT), deep learning, and 
reinforcement learning [7–12]. While machine learning improves the accuracy of iden-
tifying unusual traffic, traditional techniques like DT lack the ability to extract deep net-
work information. In recent years, deep learning has emerged as a powerful approach, 
extracting crucial information using multilayer neural networks and continuously 
improving the training model to detect network attacks [13]. However, deep learning’s 
effectiveness in identifying unknown network attacks is limited and highly dependent 
on data [14, 15]. Reinforcement learning allows real-time interaction, autonomous deci-
sion-making, and learning from environmental incentives. Combining reinforcement 
learning with deep learning results in a deep reinforcement learning approach, which 
can enhance the effectiveness of IDS in detecting network threats [12].

Our study is based on this technique, where Emmons et al. [16] utilized a two-layer 
feedforward MLP combined with supervised learning from offline reinforcement learn-
ing. Their approach, known as RvS, was compared with complex methods like a trans-
former for sequence modeling and showed competitive results. Dong et al. [9] proposed 
an optimization approach for network anomaly traffic detection using semi-super-
vised reinforcement learning DDQN (SSDDQN). They compared it with conventional 
machine learning techniques and demonstrated that SSDDQN could accurately identify 
unknown network threats.
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Feature selection is a crucial technique in IDS models to address challenges such as 
high false alarm rates and poor computational efficiency caused by duplicated char-
acteristics in network data [17]. By selecting the most relevant subset of features, fea-
ture selection enhances the performance of IDS models by eliminating redundancy and 
improving prediction accuracy and efficiency [18–21]. Ren et al.’s ID-RDRL model [22], 
which combines Recursive Feature Elimination (RFE) with Deep Q-Network (DQN) 
reinforcement learning, effectively reduces redundant features in network data by 
approximately 80% and improves the accuracy of identifying network attacks. This inte-
gration of feature selection and reinforcement learning demonstrates the potential for 
optimizing IDS models and enhancing network threat detection capabilities.

Graph Convolutional Network (GCN) is a highly effective neural network for node 
classification tasks, particularly in capturing graph semantics and extracting topol-
ogy information [23]. In the realm of network intrusion detection, where data features 
exhibit correlations, researchers have harnessed the power of GCN to construct graph 
structures that capture deep connections between these features [8, 24]. Notably, Liu 
et  al. introduced GCNID, a specialized graph convolutional neural network for mul-
ticlassification intrusion detection, which showcased improved detection accuracy 
through simulations [25]. Similarly, Zhang et al. proposed an intrusion detection frame-
work based on GCN for industrial IoT applications, verifying its accuracy and robust-
ness through experiments on a publicly available dataset [26]. These advancements 
highlight the potential of GCN in enhancing intrusion detection performance by lever-
aging graph-based approaches.

Reinforcement learning is a powerful approach that emphasizes a model’s ability to 
independently explore and solve problems, finding applications in various decision-
making scenarios. Applying deep reinforcement learning (DRL) in Intrusion Detection 
Systems (IDS) offers advantages such as handling uncertain environments, enhancing 
the ability to identify unknown attacks, and possessing strong generalization capabili-
ties. In the era of big data and complex network environments, integrating multi-agent 
reinforcement learning holds the promise of enabling Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) 
to intelligently recognize unfamiliar network settings, thereby enhancing network secu-
rity and efficiency [27]. Researchers, such as Liu et al. [28], have proposed multi-agent 
frameworks that leverage reinforcement learning for feature selection, showing supe-
rior performance compared to traditional methods. Additionally, Wang et al. [29] have 
suggested a multi-agent body-based recommendation system Auto-ML framework, 
which adaptively selects feature fields and incorporates performance enhancements. 
These advancements demonstrate the potential of multi-agent reinforcement learning to 
improve IDS by addressing complex network challenges and selecting optimal features, 
ultimately strengthening network security and operational effectiveness.

In this paper, we address the problem of automatic feature selection and subspace 
exploration in Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS). We propose a novel IDS called 
MAFSIDS (Multi-Agent Feature Selection Intrusion Detection System) that leverages 
Deep Q-Learning (DQL) and the MAFS (Multi-Agent Feature Selection) method for 
improved feature selection and network attack classification. By adopting a multi-
agent reinforcement learning framework, we redefine the feature selection problem 
and reduce model complexity by representing the feature space with N  feature agents 
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instead of the traditional 2N  representation. To extract deeper features, we utilize the 
Graph Convolutional Neural Network (GCN) method. The model is trained using 
mini-batches, combining reinforcement learning with supervised learning to enhance 
accuracy. The policy network is designed with a minimalist neural network archi-
tecture for improved efficiency. We conduct comprehensive simulation experiments 
on the CSE-CIC-IDS2018 and NSL-KDD datasets, achieving impressive results. The 
model achieves high accuracy rates of 96.8% and 99.1%, along with F1-Scores of 96.3% 
and 99.1% on the respective datasets. Our proposed feature selection method reduces 
redundant features by approximately 80% compared to the original set. Comparative 
evaluations with other popular machine learning models demonstrate the superior 
performance of our approach in terms of AUC and F1-Score. Overall, our study pre-
sents an efficient IDS solution that combines feature selection, deep learning, and 
reinforcement learning to enhance network security. The abbreviations used in this 
paper are as shown in Table 1.

The contributions of the paper are outlined below:

1. We introduce MAFSIDS, a DQN-based intrusion detection system, which incorpo-
rates the MAFS feature selection approach. MAFSIDS consists of two main compo-
nents: a feature self-selection algorithm and a DRL attack detection module. The fea-
ture self-selection algorithm addresses the feature selection problem by leveraging a 
multi-agent reinforcement learning framework. This framework allows N features to 
compete with each other, effectively reducing the feature selection space from 2N to 
a more manageable subset. The DRL attack detection module utilizes a simple policy 
network, enabling the model to provide fast responses, making it suitable for mod-

Table 1 List of abbreviations. (sorting according to the order of appearance in the text)

Abbreviation Full form Abbreviation Full form

IDS Intrusion Detection System DRL Deep Reinforcement Learning

DDoS Distributed Denial of Service SVM Support Vector Machine

GCN Graph Convolutional Networks LASSO Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection 
Operator

CNN Convolutional Neural Network KNN K-Nearest Neighbor

KDD99 KDD CUP 99 Dataset RF Random Forest

NSL-KDD NSL-KDD Intrusion Detection Dataset Auto-ML Automated Machine Learning

ML Machine Learning LSTM Long Short-Term Memory

RFE Recursive Feature Elimination DL Deep Learning

DT Decision Tree ANN Artificial Neural Network

IoT Internet of Things DoS Denial of Service

IVN In-vehicle Networking DM Data Mining

DQN Deep Q-Network DDQN Double Deep Q-Network

PG Policy Gradient AC Actor Critical

MLP Multilayer Perceptron MDP Markov Decision Process

VANET Vehicular Ad-hoc Network ROC Receiving Operating Characteristics 
Curve

AUC Area Under the ROC Curve RL Reinforcement Learning

GBM Gradient Boosting Machine MAFSIDS Multi-Agent Feature Selection Intrusion 
Detection System
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ern IDSs. Furthermore, the model supports online learning, enabling it to adapt to 
changing network data environments.

2. The feature self-selection algorithm employs a multi-agent approach to control indi-
vidual features separately, determining their final selection status. It can effectively 
identify the optimal subset of features. Additionally, we have developed a Graph 
Convolutional Network method to extract deeper features from the data, improving 
feature representation accuracy and expediting the feature selection process.

3. The DRL attack detection module utilizes the Mini-Batchs method to encode the 
data, allowing reinforcement learning to be applied within a supervised learning 
framework. The policy network employed in this module is designed to be minimal-
ist, optimizing model efficiency.

4. To evaluate the performance of our proposed model, we conducted comprehen-
sive simulation experiments using Python. We tested the model’s efficacy using two 
datasets: the CSE-CIC-IDS2018 dataset, which includes novel cyber attacks, and the 
traditional NSL-KDD dataset. The results demonstrate high accuracy rates of 96.8% 
and 99.1%, as well as F1-Scores of 96.3% and 99.1%, respectively. Additionally, the 
selected feature subset reduces redundant features by approximately 80% compared 
to the original feature set. Furthermore, we compared our model against other popu-
lar machine-learning models.

Related works
In this research endeavor, our focus is on developing a multi-agent feature selection 
intrusion detection system. This innovative model utilizes multiple agents to perform 
feature selection. Consequently, our investigation encompasses the realm of feature 
selection and its connection to the Auto-ML model.

Feature selection is a prominent research topic [30, 31] that may eliminate duplicate 
features from datasets, minimize model computation, and enhance model performance. 
It has been extensively explored and used in academia and industry. The research on 
feature selection may be categorized into three groups: (1) Filtering approaches, such 
as univariate feature selection and correlation-based feature selection, that employ 
quantitative scores to determine the value of characteristics [32, 33]. This approach is 
appropriate for selecting features from high-dimensional data, but it may disregard the 
correlation and interaction between feature subsets of various feature combinations and 
predictor factors [34]. Wrapper approaches include evolutionary algorithms, RFE, and 
branch-and-bound algorithms, which combine particular search tactics with prediction 
objectives to select the optimal feature subset [35, 36]. This approach offers better per-
formance than filtering methods, but it needs the computation of all potential feature 
subsets, which might result in a more significant computational burden [37]; (2) Embed-
ded approaches, which include feature selection techniques into the model task and The 
optimal subset of features, are filtered according to the influence of the feature selection 
technique on model performance [38, 39], including LASSO and decision trees [40–42]. 
Unfortunately, this strategy depends on how the feature selection and prediction tasks 
are coupled and may be incompatible with classifiers. By incorporating Feature Selec-
tion (FS), IDS is enabled to choose the optimal subset from the feature set, thereby 
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enhancing performance. Moreover, by eliminating numerous redundant features, this 
not only reduces the computational load of the model but also significantly decreases 
testing time.

GCN is a neural network that excels in node classification tasks and can extract deep 
topological information among feature nodes to obtain better feature representations. 
Deng et al. [43] proposed a flow topology-based graph convolutional network (FT-GCN) 
label-constrained IoT intrusion detection method to reduce the dependence of IDS on 
labeled data, exploiting the potential traffic topology with limited labels to unlock the 
full potential of traffic flow data and obtained good results on three real-world datasets. 
Cheng et  al. [44] proposed a framework called Alert-GCN to correlate alerts belong-
ing to the same attack using graph convolutional networks (GCN), and the results 
showed that Alert-GCN outperformed traditional classification models in correlating 
alerts. Zhou et  al. [45] proposed a new hierarchical adversarial attack (HAA) genera-
tion method to address the vulnerability of graph neural networks to unbalanced intru-
sion detection datasets and validated the model on the public dataset UNSW-SOSR2019 
dataset, which can reduce the classification accuracy by 30%.

The Auto-ML model is a machine learning model based on reinforcement learning 
consisting of numerous agents interacting and learning in a complicated environment. 
Liu et al. [46] established a strategy for distinct task formulation that enables fast archi-
tecture search using gradient descent. They discovered high-performance convolutional 
and recursive architectures for image classification and language modeling. Lin et  al. 
[47] suggested a strategy for resolving large-scale fleet management problems using rein-
forcement learning, which alleviates traffic congestion by reallocating traffic resources; 
an actual investigation demonstrated considerable increases in traffic efficiency. Zeyni-
vand et al. [48] examined the key factors affecting the quality of VANET networks and 
used a multi-agent learning approach to improve quality of service; the results indicate 
that the proposed method outperforms previous methods in terms of packet delivery 
rate (PDR) and transaction success rate. Numerous research has explored ways, in which 
an agent is used to select a subset of data characteristics [49]. Unfortunately, this method 
needs the agent to decide whether to include or exclude each characteristic [28]. This 
results in an exponential increase of the explorable interval  (2N), similar to evolutionary 
algorithms [36, 38], and it is challenging to discover the optimal global solution and has 
a high computing cost.

Work description
This section introduces the MAFSIDS (Multi-Agent Feature Selection Intrusion Detec-
tion System) model proposed in this study. The framework overview outlines the struc-
ture of the model, while the subsequent sections focus on its key components. These 
components include the data preprocessing module, which prepares the input data for 
analysis, the GCN feature selection method, which extracts deep features from the data, 
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the multi-agent body feature selection algorithm, which selects optimal features, and the 
Mini-Batchs module, which handles data encoding. Lastly, the DRL module applies deep 
reinforcement learning to identify network attacks. Each of these components plays a 
crucial role in the overall functioning of the MAFSIDS model.

Framework overview

Figure 1 illustrates the framework of our proposed model. The model consists of three 
main sections and five modules: the data preprocessing module, the GCN feature selec-
tion module, the multi-agent body feature selection module, the Mini-Batchs data 
creation module, and the DRL module. These modules work together to handle vari-
ous stages of the intrusion detection process, from data preparation to feature selection, 
selection, and finally, utilizing deep reinforcement learning techniques. The framework 
provides a comprehensive approach to effectively detect and classify network attacks.

The Data preprocessing module plays a crucial role in our framework as it focuses on 
preparing the network assault dataset. This module consists of four essential steps: Inte-
gration, Cleaning, Conversion, and Normalization. During Integration, the dataset is 
combined and organized to ensure a unified format. The Cleaning step involves remov-
ing any inconsistencies, errors, or missing values from the data. Conversion transforms 
the data into a suitable format for further analysis, while Normalization standardizes the 
data to a common scale. By performing these steps, the dataset becomes more refined, 
consistent, and ready for subsequent modules within the framework.

Our research is dedicated to the automated selection of features. In this process, 
we employ Graph Convolutional Network (GCN) to deeply extract data features. 
Although this step may demand considerable computational resources, its importance 

Fig. 1 Framework Overview
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in accurately representing features cannot be overstated. Through GCN, we are able 
to capture richer and more abstract features within the data, providing a more pre-
cise and potent feature representation for subsequent tasks and serves as input to the 
feature selection component. Furthermore, the introduction of the multi-agent agent 
feature selection submodule transforms the traditional 2N feature selection space 
into a competition among N  agents collaborating to select features. This innovative 
approach, achieved through the synergy of agents, effectively reduces the feature space 
and enhances the efficiency of feature selection. We firmly believe that this multi-agent 
methodology is better equipped to address intricate feature selection challenges, thereby 
furnishing the model with a more robust feature subset.

In the Deep reinforcement learning to identify the attack section, the Mini-Batchs 
module recodes the feature subset dataset filtered by multiple agents into the data form 
[Ft,At, Ft + 1] and feeds it to the DRL classifier module, which extracts the feature infor-
mation of the input data by CNN and inputs it to the fully connected layer, and the agent 
can control the fully connected network to classify the input of network traffic for pre-
dictive classification.

Data preprocessing module

Integration of data

The CSE-CIC-IDS2018 dataset comprises raw traffic data encompassing 15 attack 
scenarios gathered over a 10-day period by ten networks. We performed an under-
sampling process on the combined dataset to equalize the percentage of normal and 
attack traffic, resulting in a dataset comprising around 8.9 million samples. The iden-
tical preparation procedure was applied to both this and the NSL-KDD datasets. 
Note that the CSE-CIC-IDS2018 dataset will be supplied with the data pretreatment 
procedure.

Cleaning of data

We removed about 2000 samples with missing or duplicate values from the original 
dataset to avoid invalid samples. Take the CSE-CIC-IDS2018 dataset as an example. The 
cleaned dataset had 77 features and 8,874,005 samples.

Conversion of data

Based on Fitni’s work [50], we grouped the 15 attack categories in the original dataset 
into seven types: Benign, BruteForce, DoS, Bot, DDoS, Web Attacks, and Infiltration., 
where Benign represents normal traffic.

Normalization of data

Using a normalization procedure, we normalize all original features to a range of 0 to 1. 
This is because some features, such as “Port Number” and “Packet Size”, have large and 
varying ranges of values that can affect the model’s performance and increase the com-
putational cost. As defined in Eq. 1.
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where x′ represents the normalized eigenvalue, x represents the initial eigenvalue, xmin , 
xmax represents the minimal eigenvalue and the maximum eigenvalue, respectively.

Feature selection

GCN feature selection

Figure 2 illustrates the process of transforming the selected input data into a dynamic 
graph network to effectively capture the relationships between attributes. Initially, the 
input data is organized into a matrix of dimensions [m× n] , where each column rep-
resents a random selection of features. By utilizing the feature correlation graph G , we 
establish a straightforward approach to represent the correlations between features. This 
method enables us to effectively analyze and understand the interdependencies among 
the selected attributes.

Since this study focuses on network attack identification for IDS, not on design-
ing complex node embedding graph models, we choose the common GCN approach 
to extract the correlation between feature columns, a very advanced graph embedding 
model that has been applied in many graph-based tasks. The neural network layer for-
mulation of GCN, as defined in Eq. (2) shows.

where H0 is the input data with M ∗ N  dimensions, HL is the feature node matrix of 
graph G , and A is the adjacency matrix of graph G . With the fast approximate convolu-
tion on the graph, we can further obtain the following layer-by-layer propagation multi-
layer graph convolution network (GCN) formulation, as defined in Eq. 3.

(1)x
′

=
x − xmin

xmax − xmin

(2)H (l+1) = f (H (l),A)

(3)f
(
H (l),A

)
= σ(D̂− 1

2 ÂD̂− 1
2H (l)W (l))

Fig. 2 GCN feature selection module
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where Â = A+ IN is the adjacency matrix of the undirected graph G with additional 
self-connections, IN is the unit matrix, and D̂ii =

∑
jÂij is the specific trainable weight 

matrix in the layer connections, and σ denotes the activation function.
In Fig.  2, the GCN (Graph Convolutional Network) feature selection module is 

depicted. On the left side of the figure, there are independent samples labeled as sample 
1 , sample 2 , and m other randomly selected samples. The value of m is determined by the 
Batch-Size, and each sample consists of n features, resulting in a matrix of size [m× n] . 
Each column of this matrix represents a separate feature column denoted as F1 , F2 , and 
Fn ., with a shape of [m× 1].

These extracted feature columns are considered as nodes and collectively form a dynamic 
graphG . On the right side of Fig. 2, for the nodeF1 , all the remaining nodes in its neighbor-
hood are treated as a whole, and their information is aggregated to create a new feature node 
associated withF1 . This process is repeated for each feature node, resulting in a set of feature 
nodes[f1, f2, ..., fn] . Finally, these feature nodes are averaged to obtain the real feature node f  , 
which represents the [m× n] data matrix in a condensed form.

Automatic feature selection module

In Fig. 3, we demonstrate the process of generating an input feature matrix [M × N ] 
by randomly selecting M data samples from a dataset containing N  features. The 
GCN feature selection module is then applied to extract a feature vector f  , which 
becomes the input for the automated feature selection module. In this module, each 
feature is assigned an agent responsible for deciding whether to retain it based on 
the input data and the feedback from the environment. The automated feature selec-
tion module employs a multi-agent reinforcement learning framework, incorporat-
ing agents, states, actions, rewards, and policy functions, to form a decision process 
known as Markov Decision Process (MDP). By defining the MDP, the model learns 
the optimal policy function for each state through the agents and takes actions that 
maximize the overall reward R , as shown in Algorithm 1.

Fig. 3 Automatic feature selection module
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We detail the definition of each element in this paper framework.
Multiple Agents: In this paper, there are N  agents corresponding to N  feature vectors 

one by one, and the corresponding current feature is selected or not based on the state 
of the environment and the environmental reward.

State: The state S is the medium through which the agent interacts with the environ-
ment, and in the MDP, S is the feature selection vector f  obtained through the GCN fea-
ture selection module. In order to enable the neural network to train the agent correctly, 
we fix the dimension of f  to [1 ∗M].

Action: action A is the choice made by an agent to maximize the total reward R after 
interacting with the environment. In the MDP, each agent makes a yes or no choice 
(denoted by "1" or "0"), where "1" means to keep the current corresponding feature and 
"0" means to discard it. "0" means discarding the current corresponding feature.

Reward: Reward R is the feedback given by the environment to the agent after it has 
made an action. In the MDP, only the agent that has completed the policy adjustment 
and the action selection is "1" is assigned the reward R , equally distributed to each agent.

Policy function: The policy function Q plays a central role in the Markov Decision Pro-
cess (MDP), as it guides the agent’s actions by approximating the optimal policy function 
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for each state. In this study, we employ a straightforward approach of utilizing a two-
layer fully connected neural network to approximate the fitted policy function. Through 
continuous updates, the model refines itself and provides guidance to the agent’s deci-
sion-making process.

As shown in Fig. 3, in the MARFS approach, each feature is assigned to a feature agent, 
and the actions of the feature agent determine the selection/non-selection of its corre-
sponding feature, as shown in Eq. 4.

where Fi is a subset of features selected at time t . And represent is a representation learn-
ing algorithm that converts the dynamically varying Fi into a fixed-length state vector 
Si+1 . Representation methods can be graph-based GCN. reward ri is for the selected fea-
ture subset Fi , as shown in Eq. 5.

where eval is an evaluation function on Fi , either as a supervised measure of the 
machine-learning task with Fi as input or as a supervised measure method, rewards are 
assigned to each feature agent to train their policy. As more and more steps are explored 
and utilized, the policies become more intelligent and more innovative, so they can find 
better and better subsets of features.

In the training phase, the agent independently trains the strategy by experiencing 
playback. For agent ai , at time t , newly created tuples {sti , a

t
i , r

t
i , s

t+1
i } , including state sti , 

action ati, reward rti  and next state st+1
i  , are stored in each agent’s memory. agent ai uses 

its corresponding small batch of samples to train its Deep Q-Network (DQN) to obtain 
the maximum long-term reward based on the Bellman equation, as shown in Eq. 6.

where θ is the parameter set of Q network, and γ is the discount factor.

Deep reinforcement learning to identify attack

Mini‑Batchs module

The CSE-CIC-IDS2018 and NSL-KDD datasets are supervised datasets containing cate-
gory labels, rendering them inappropriate for unsupervised or semi-supervised learning 
techniques such as DRL. To modify these datasets for DRL, we encode the data using the 
Mini-Batch method. In particular, we regard all data characteristics, except the label, as 
the current state represented by St . The label characteristics are considered the current 
action, represented by At . Except for the label, all following data characteristics are han-
dled as the next state, represented by St+1 . As seen in Fig. 4, these three representations 
are then combined to provide the input data [ St , At , St+1 ] for the DRL module.

(4)Si+1 = represent(Fi)

(5)ri = eval(Fi)

(6)Q
(
sti , a

t
i |θt

)
= rti + γmaxQ

(
st+1
i , at+1

i |θt+1

)
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Mini-Batch randomly chooses a portion of the original dataset without duplicating the 
samples during each training session until the entire dataset has been explored. Figure 4 
illustrates the Mini-Batch module’s random selection and encoding of data from the 
dataset. In each training batch, n+ 1 samples of [ St , At , St+1 ] are included. By applying 
the Mini-Batch method, we can adapt the supervised datasets to DRL to enable the IDS 
model to be efficiently trained. This method enables quick training of the model while 
guaranteeing that the training data correctly replicates the properties and features of the 
original dataset.

We modified the dataset to adapt to DRL and introduced the Mini-Batch method 
for preprocessing the raw data. This processing aligns the data format with the input 
requirements of the DRL model, enabling the application of unsupervised learning 
techniques to traditional supervised learning IDS, especially in intrusion detection 
classification tasks. We believe that this innovative attempt will bring new insights and 
approaches to the field of IDS, offering novel avenues for enhancing the performance of 
traditional IDS. The Mini-Batch process played a crucial role in data batch processing, 
streamlining data representation, and creating more favorable conditions for the appli-
cation of DRL.

DRL module

DQN algorithm. The DQN algorithm is a reinforcement learning method that utilizes 
the Markov decision process (MDP) comprising State S , Action A , Reward R , and Value 
function Q . State S represents the current environment, which includes all input data 
except the Label feature. Action A is the agent’s response to the environment feedback, 
represented by the Label feature. Reward R is the agent’s action compared to the origi-
nal Label, where a match is rewarded with 1, and a mismatch receives no reward (i.e., 
R = 0or1 ). The Q function estimates the value of each state and is continuously updated 
using the Agent process loss function. The DQN algorithm employs a deep neural net-
work to approximate the Q-value function and estimate the Q-value of the current tar-
get, updating the network weights, as shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 4 Mini-Batchs module. The data encoding schematic for the DQN model
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Figure 6 shows the DRL model with the Auto-FS, in which we get the selected opti-
mal feature subset from Auto-FS and recode it by Mini-Batch to form a new dataset. 
With redundancy and irrelevance removed, feed it into the convolutional network to 
extract the deep features, and then the obtained feature data is passed through two 

Fig. 5 Schematic diagram of DQN algorithm
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simple fully-connected layers to make our DQN algorithm controls the classifier of 
the fully connected layer to implement the judgment of network attacks, and continu-
ously feeds the data to train the whole DRL network model.

where the policy function is

Policy is the policy function, and we need to maximize the Q function of step St+1 to 
approximate the policy function of the model, the correlation between different data is 
small for the supervised dataset. We calculate the Q function of two closed times t , as 
shown in Eq. 7.

where r is the reward at time t, and γ is the discount factor, as shown in Eq. 8.
Algorithm  2 demonstrates the application of the Environment, Agent, States, 

Actions, and Rewards ideas to network intrusion detection models based on the CSE-
CIC-IDS2018 and NSL-KDD datasets. All characteristics except Label are employed 
as States in the DRL model, whereas Label features are used as Actions, and projected 
values serve as Outcomes. The dataset is preprocessed. Due to the supervised nature 
of the CSE-CIC-IDS2018 and NSL-KDD datasets, the Agent receives Rewards from 
the environment only after completing Actions and does not perform actual actions 
on the environment.

(7)Policy(st+1) = argamax(Q(st+1, a))

(8)qref = rt + � ∗ qt+1

Fig. 6 Schematic diagram of DRL model with Auto-FS structure
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The Agent interacts with the environment by performing actions to forecast if the 
data indicates a network assault, using a greedy strategy to select between a random 
or optimum action with a probability of ǫ and 1− ǫ, respectively. Actions and Rewards 
are crucial components of the DRL algorithm, allowing the agent and environment to 
communicate indirectly and reinforcement learning agents to acquire intelligence. The 
Label feature data columns are Actions, and Q-values created by the Agent are utilized 
to update the network and set Q thresholds that distinguish normal network traffic from 
network attacks.

Experiments and results
The “Hardware and Environment setting” section overviews the experimental hardware 
and environmental configurations. In the "Data Description" section, we introduce the 
two datasets used in this study, CSE-CIC-IDS2018, and NSL-KDD, employed to assess 
the model’s performance. The "Evaluation Metrics" section discusses standard perfor-
mance indicators for intrusion detection systems, including accuracy, F1 score, and ROC 
curve. In the "Results" section, we initially present the findings of ablation experiments, 
followed by an assessment of the overall performance of the MAFS model, including the 
confusion matrix, ROC curve, and an analysis of the impact of Lambda values. Finally, 
we compare our model to other conventional machine learning methods.

Hardware and environment setting

The experiments in our study were carried out on a Windows 11 operating system. The 
device’s hardware configuration involved 32 GB of RAM, an AMD Ryzen 7 5800H pro-
cessor, and an NVIDIA RTX3600 graphics card. For our experimental environment, we 
utilized Python 3.8, with model development performed using TensorFlow. The pro-
gramming software used included VScode and PyCharm. To facilitate data processing 
and visualization, we employed various packages such as Scikit-Learn, NumPy, Pan-
das, and Matplotlib. For detailed information regarding the hardware and environment 
setup, please refer to Table 2.

Data description

CSE‑CIC‑IDS2018 dataset

The CSE-CIC-IDS2018 dataset is a recently produced intrusion detection system data-
set containing seven attack scenarios, including Brute-force, Heartbleed, Botnet, DoS, 
DDoS, Web assaults, and network penetration from the inside. The dataset comprises 

Table 2 Hardware and environment specification

Unit Description

CPU AMD Ryzen 7 5800H

RAM 32 GB

GPU NVIDIA RTX3600

Operating System Windows 11

Programming Software VScode, Pycharm

Packages Tensorflow 2.4.1, Sklearn 1.0.2, 
Pandas, Numpy and Matplotlib
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50 attacker machines, 420 victim machines, and 30 servers across five departments. It 
comprises network traffic and system logs from each machine and eighty characteristics 
extracted from the network traffic captured by CICFlowMeter-V3. Figure  7 illustrates 
the proportion and distribution of each traffic group (a). There are a disproportionate 
amount of negative samples in the dataset. Figure 7a illustrates how the Benign class is 
under-sampled to balance the dataset. Table 3 gives a subset of the dataset’s 80 features, 
with feature names and brief descriptions in the first and second columns, respectively.

NSL‑KDD dataset

The conventional KDD99 network traffic dataset has many duplicated data, which 
might negatively impact the training model’s performance. To address the issue men-
tioned above, Tavallaee et al. proposed the NSL-KDD dataset, which removes redundant 

Fig. 7 Frequencies for intrusion categories. a CSE-CIC-IDS2018 dataset. b NSL-KDD dataset

Table 3 A part of features in the CSE-CIC-IDS2018 dataset

The first column is the name of the feature

The second column is the description corresponding to the feature

Feature name Feature short description

Dst Port Destination port of connection

Protocol Protocol used during connection

Timestamp Time that connection occurred

Flow Duration Duration that connection occurred

Tot Fwd Pkts Total number of forward packets

Tot Bwd Pkts Total number of backward packets

TotLen Fwd Pkts Total length of forward packets

Fwd Pkt Len Max Maximum length of forward packets

Bwd Pkt Len Mean Mean size of packet in backward direction

Flow IAT Std Standard deviation time between two packets sent in the forward direction

Fwd Seg Size Min Minimum segment size observed in the forward direction

…… ……

Active Mean Mean time a flow was active before becoming idle

Idle Std Standard deviation time a flow was idle before becoming active

Idle Min Minimum time a flow was idle before becoming active

Label Describes if file is Attack or Benign
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information from the original dataset and adjusts the number of data in the training and 
testing sets relative to the original, thereby making the KDD dataset more reasonable 
and capable of enhancing the model’s training performance.

The NSL-KDD training set contains 126,620 network traffic samples, with each sample 
containing 41 features, including four main feature categories, such as essential features 
(TCP/IP, etc.), event-based traffic features (count, retransmission rate, etc.), content fea-
tures (Hot, Guest, etc.), and host-based traffic features (Dst host count, Srv count, etc.), 
as well as some additional features. The characteristics are shown in Table 4. All sam-
ples are categorized as either regular traffic or particular categories of attack traffic (e.g., 
DOS, R2L, Probe, and U2R attacks). Since some data sources in the training and test 
sets of the NSL-KDD dataset are inconsistent, and some network attacks in the test set 
do not appear in the training set, which has a significant impact on the performance of 
the model, we attempt to combine the training and test sets to create a new dataset [51]. 
Based on this, the new dataset is divided into training and test sets at a ratio of 8:2, and 
the resulting network assaults on the training and test sets are depicted in Fig. 7b.

Evaluation metrics

Intrusion Detection Systems prioritize precisely identifying attack traffic above the 
proper classification of routine traffic. In addition to accuracy, several measures like 
F1-score, precision, recall, and ROC are used to evaluate the performance of a model. 
The CSE-CIC-IDS2018 and NSL-KDD datasets have an extreme imbalance in sample 
collection for different attack categories, making accuracy and F1-score more suitable 
for evaluating the model’s performance.

Based on a confusion matrix containing TP, TN, FP, and FN, the performance metrics 
F1-score, precision, recall, and ROC are determined. The confusion matrix enables us 
to see the performance of the model as a grid. TP reflects the number of true positives, 
which shows that attack traffic was accurately predicted. TN reflects the number of true 

Table 4 A part of features in the NSL-KDD dataset

The first column is the name of the feature

The second column is the description corresponding to the feature

Feature name Feature short description

Duration Length (number of seconds) of the connection

Protocol_type Type of the protocol

Service Network service on the destination

src_bytes Number of data bytes from source to destination

dst_bytes Number of data bytes from destination to source

Flag Normal or error status of the connection

Land 1 if connection is from/to the same host/port;
0 otherwise

…… ……

Urgent Number of urgent packets

Num_failed_logins Number of failed login attempts

Num_access_files Number of operations on access control files

diff_srv_rate Percent of connections to different services

Label Network Traffic Attribution Categories
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negatives, which implies that regular traffic was accurately forecasted. FP denotes the 
number of false positives or normal traffic wrongly identified as attack traffic. FN reflects 
the number of false negatives or attack traffic wrongly classed as normal traffic. FN is the 
most relevant of these indicators since a low number suggests that the IDS is less likely 
to misclassify attack traffic. Thus, our technique is to reduce the FN value.

As mentioned above, the basic notation of the metrics is described below.
Accuracy: the number of correct predictions made by the model as a percentage of the 

total number of predictions. As defined in Eq. (9).

Precision: this metric measures the percentage of attack traffic correctly predicted as 
attack traffic and is mathematically defined as follows. As defined in Eq. (10).

F1-Scores: This metric is a combined form of model accuracy and sensitivity and is a 
reconciled average of model accuracy and sensitivity. In an unbalanced dataset, better 
F1-Scores indicate fewer misclassified flows, and this metric is the focus of our study. As 
defined in Eq. (11).

In the “one vs the rest” scenario, each class or label is compared to all other classes, 
resulting in a series of binary classifications, one for each class. In contrast, aggregated 
instances produce a single result that reflects the average or the aggregate of all classes. 
In addition, the aggregated method incorporates a variety of averaging strategies, such 
as micro, macro, weighted, and sampling, which yield mixed results. The performance 
metrics given in this work, including F1-score, accuracy, and recall, were assembled 
using the weighted technique described by Pedregosa et al. [52].

Receiving operating characteristics curve (ROC): ROC is a combination of response 
sensitivity and continuous specificity variables that may indicate the link between sensi-
tivity and specificity; the greater the curve area, the better the model’s performance. As 
defined in Eq. (12).

Results

This section first conducts ablation experiments to assess the effects of different mod-
ules in the MAFS model. Subsequently, the model’s performance is further evaluated 
on two datasets, CSE-CIC-IDS2018 and NSL-KDD. A comparison is made between 
the model and other prevalent machine-learning approaches. Firstly, three benchmark 
models are proposed, and their overall performance is assessed based on criteria such 

(9)Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN

(10)Precision =
TP

TP + FP

(11)F1 =
TP

TP + 1
2 (FP + FN )

(12)AUCROC =

∫ 1

0

TP

TP + FN
d

FP

TN + FP
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as accuracy and F1 score, with visualization of PCA results. The overall performance, 
confusion matrices, ROC curves, etc., of the MAFS model on the two datasets, are pre-
sented, along with an evaluation of the impact of Lambda values on model performance. 
Finally, a comprehensive comparison is made between the model and other machine 
learning methods and relevant literature.

Ablation study

We conducted ablation experiments to investigate the impacts of the feature self-selec-
tion module and the Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) module within the MAFS 
(Multi-Agent Feature Selection) model on intrusion detection. To ensure a fair com-
parison, we established three baseline models named DT, DQN, and DQN + RFE. These 
models were employed to explore the contributions of the feature self-selection mod-
ule and the DRL module within the MAFS framework. We excluded the feature subset 
generated by the feature self-selection module for the DT model. We replaced the DRL 
module with a traditional machine learning decision tree (DT) while keeping the other 
experimental settings unchanged. To assess the performance gain from the DRL module, 
we introduced a second DQN model. In this model, we omitted the feature self-selection 
module while retaining the DRL module, maintaining consistency with other experi-
mental settings.

Further assessing the influence of the feature self-selection module, we introduced 
a third model named DQN + RFE. In this model, we employed the Recursive Feature 
Elimination (RFE) method instead of the feature self-selection module. This yielded a 
new feature subset while maintaining other experimental settings. These ablation experi-
ments aimed to unveil the respective contributions of the components within the MAFS 
model to intrusion detection performance.

The experimental results are presented in Table 5. In the table, "Dataset ID" indicates 
the performance evaluation for specific datasets, where Dataset ID 1 corresponds to the 
CSE-CIC-IDS2018 dataset, and Dataset ID 2 corresponds to the NSL-KDD dataset. By 
comparing the test results of DT and DQN, we observed that DQN outperformed the 
DT model on both datasets. This suggests that DQN is more capable of accurately iden-
tifying network traffic than traditional machine learning methods.

Furthermore, the DQN + RFE model, which incorporates feature selection, out-
performed the standalone DQN model on both datasets. This indicates that feature 

Table 5 The experimental results for the four methods in terms of accuracy and F1-Score on the 
CSE-CIC-IDS2018 and NSL-KDD datasets are as follows

Here, Dataset ID 1 represents the CSE-CIC-IDS2018 dataset, and Dataset ID 2 represents the NSL-KDD dataset

Model Feature Selection Accuracy F1-Score Dataset ID

DT No 0.931 0.922 1

0.971 0.969 2

DQN No 0.941 0.925 1

0.982 0.979 2

DQN + RFE Yes 0.962 0.949 1

0.988 0.986 2

MAFS Yes 0.968 0.963 1

0.991 0.991 2
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selection approaches have the potential to enhance intrusion detection system perfor-
mance. Our MAFS model introduces a feature self-selection method on top of the DQN 
model. In comparison to the DQN + RFE model, MAFS demonstrated improvements 
in both accuracy and F1-Score, particularly with a more significant improvement in 
F1-Score. This further validates the effectiveness of our approach in the realm of feature 
selection.

Additionally, we conducted a visualization evaluation of the top-3 selected features of 
the DQN + RFE model and the MAFS model, as depicted in Fig. 8. Figure 8a and b dis-
play the visualization of the top three feature spaces chosen by the MAFS model on the 
CSE-CIC-IDS2018 and NSL-KDD datasets, respectively. Figure  8c and d illustrate the 
visualization of the top three feature spaces chosen by the DQN + RFE model on the 
same datasets. Analyzing Fig. 8a and c, we observed that two out of the top three fea-
tures selected by MAFS align with those selected by RFE, namely "Dst Port" and "Int 
Fwd Win Bytes". However, the third-ranked feature differs. Notably, in Fig. 8a, the vis-
ualization of network data appears more dispersed and discernible, indicating that the 
feature self-selection module of the MAFS model holds stronger feature selection capa-
bilities. As for Fig. 8b and d, both exhibit identical top three feature selections, with the 

Fig. 8 PCA visualization diagram with top-3 selected features. a MAFS with CSE-CIC-IDS2018 dataset. b MAFS 
with NSL-KDD dataset. c RFE with CSE-CIC-IDS2018 dataset. d RFE with NSL-KDD dataset
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feature visualization displaying similarities. This similarity may be attributed to the high 
accuracy achieved by both MAFS and DQN + RFE models on the NSL-KDD dataset.

In addition, we present the selected feature subsets achieved by MAFS for both the 
CSE-CIC-IDS2018 dataset and the NSL-KDD dataset. For the CSE-CIC-IDS2018 data-
set, MAFS identified 17 features that formed a new feature subset. Similarly, for the 
NSL-KDD dataset, MAFS selected nine features to create a new feature subset. These 
results are summarized in Tables  6 and 7. Notably, the implementation of the MAFS 
model successfully reduces approximately 80% of the redundant features compared to 
the original full feature set.

MAFSIDS results

Figure  9 illustrates the performance evaluation of the MAFSIDS model on the CSE-
CIC-IDS2018 and NSL-KDD datasets. On the CSE-CIC-IDS2018 dataset, the MAFS 
model achieved an improved Accuracy of 0.968 and F1-Score of 0.963 compared to the 
DQN + RFE model, particularly with a significant enhancement in F1-Score. This show-
cases the MAFS model’s strong performance in addressing imbalanced datasets. Simi-
larly, on the NSL-KDD dataset, the MAFS model achieved an impressive Accuracy and 
F1-Score of 0.991 each. These results underscore the superiority of the MAFSIDS model 
in intrusion detection tasks.

By integrating the feature self-selection module and the deep reinforcement learn-
ing module, the MAFS model demonstrated enhanced performance on both datasets. 
In the case of the CSE-CIC-IDS2018 dataset, the MAFS model’s combination of adap-
tive feature selection and deep reinforcement learning outperformed the DQN + RFE 

Table 6 Top-ranked selected features in the CSE-CIC-IDS2018 dataset

SN Features SN Features

1 Dst Port 10 Fwd Header Len

2 Flow Duration 11 Fwd Pkts/s

3 Fwd Pkt Len Max 12 Bwd Pkts/s

4 Fwd IAT Mean 13 Bwd Header Len

5 Bwd IAT Tot 14 Pkt Len Mean

6 Bwd IAT Mean 15 RST Flag Cnt

7 Bwd IAT Std 16 Init Fwd Win Byts

8 Bwd IAT Max 17 Init Bwd Win Byts

9 Bwd IAT Min / /

Table 7 Top-ranked selected features in the NSL-KDD dataset

SN Features SN Features

1 service 6 dst_host_diff_srv_rate

2 flag 7 diff_srv_rate

3 src_bytes 8 dst_host_count

4 dst_bytes 9 dst_host_srv_serror_rate

5 num_root / /
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model. Moreover, for the NSL-KDD dataset, the MAFS model approached perfor-
mance limits, affirming its robust performance on intricate datasets.

Figure 10 depicts the confusion matrices for multiclassification and binary classifi-
cation used to evaluate the model’s performance on the two datasets. Figure 10a and 

Fig. 9 Performance evaluation of the MAFS model on CSE-CIC-IDS2018 and NSL-KDD datasets

Fig. 10 Confusion matrix diagram of the model in different datasets. a Multi-category confusion matrix in 
CSE-CIC-IDS2018 dataset. b Multi-category confusion matrix in NSL-KDD dataset. c Binary confusion matrix in 
NSL-KDD dataset. d Binary confusion matrix in NSL-KDD dataset
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c depict the confusion matrices of the model for multiclassification and binary clas-
sification on the CSE-CIC-IDS2018 dataset. In contrast, Fig. 10b and d epict the con-
fusion matrices of the model for multiclassification and binary classification on the 
NSL-KDD dataset, where the predicted values are on the horizontal axis, and the true 
values are on the vertical axis.

Figure 10a shows that the model can accurately identify the categories Normal, DoS/
DDoS, Bot, and Brute Force on the CSE-CIC-IDS2018 dataset. However, it is less effec-
tive for the Web and Infilteration categories, and frequently misclassifies the latter as the 
Normal category, which may be due to the insufficient training samples for this category. 
Figure 10c illustrates the confusion matrix of the model for binary classification on the 
CSE-CIC-IDS2018 dataset, where the accuracy of the Normal category is one, and the 
accuracy of the Attack category is 0.94.

Figure  10b displays the confusion matrix resulting from the model’s multi-categori-
zation of the NSL-KDD dataset. Using the NSL-KDD dataset, it can be shown that the 
model has high identification rates for the Normal, DoS, and Probe categories (all over 
0.99) but low recognition rates for the R2L and U2R categories, with the latter having 
a rate of only 0.8%. This might be due to the minimal quantity of U2R samples in the 
NSL-KDD dataset, which prevented the model from learning about this type of network 
threat. Due to the minimal amount of U2R category samples in the NSL-KDD data set, 
this may be the result of the model’s poor learning of this class of network assaults. Fig-
ure  10d depicts the confusion matrix results of the model for binary classification on 
NSL-KDD. It can be seen that the model has high recognition rates for both the Normal 
and Attack categories (0.99), showing that it can distinguish between normal traffic and 
attack traffic flawlessly.

In Fig.  11, we displayed the dichotomous ROC curves and computed the AUC area 
of each curve for each of the four models DT, DQN, DQN + RFE, and MAFSIDS FS on 
the two datasets, which may typically assist us in understanding the quality of the model 
predictions. Figure 11a depicts the ROC curves for the CSE-CIC-IDS2018 dataset. The 
DQN + RFE and OURS models with feature selection techniques have greater AUC 
areas than the DT and DQN models without feature selection methods, which have 
AUC areas of only 0.961 and 0.961, respectively. The ROC curves and AUC areas for the 

Fig. 11 ROC of the different datasets. AUC is shown on the right. a CSE-CIC-IDS2018 dataset. b NSL-KDD 
dataset
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four models on the NSL-KDD dataset are all near 1.0, as shown in Fig. 11b. The models 
have strong detection ability on this dataset, and the ROC curves represent the detec-
tion capacity of various models.

Using the two datasets, we drew the binary ROC curves of the four models DT, DQN, 
DQN + RFE, and MAFSIDS, and computed the AUC area under each curve, as seen in 
Fig. 11. Figure 11a displays the results of the models on the CSE-CIC-IDS2018 dataset, 
and it can be shown that the DQN + RFE and MAFSIDS models using the feature selec-
tion approach have greater AUC areas than the DT and DQN models without the fea-
ture selection method, which are only 0.961. Figure  11b depicts the model results on 
the NSL-KDD dataset, and it can be seen that all four models have high AUC areas (all 
near to 1) on this dataset, showing that the models have excellent detection capacity on 
this dataset. The ROC curves also represent the variations in detecting abilities between 
models.

To examine the impact of the discount factor in the DRL algorithm on the perfor-
mance of the model prediction, we utilized three distinct discount factors of 0.01, 0.50, 
and 0.99 to assess the performance of the model. Figure 12 illustrates the predictive per-
formance of the model for two datasets with various discount factors. Figure 12a illus-
trates the results of the model on the CSE-CIC-IDS2018 dataset. The model prediction 
performance decreases gradually as the discount factor increases, and the model has 
the best prediction performance when the discount factor is 0.01. This may be because 
the DRL model cannot learn more useful contextual information from the supervised 
learning dataset, and the data in the supervised learning dataset has low relevance. Fig-
ure 12b depicts the model NSL-KDD dataset findings, demonstrating a similar pattern 
to Fig. 12a.

Comparison

In this part, the performance of the MAFSIDS model is compared to that of other 
ML models applied to the CSE-CIC-IDS2018 dataset, including MLP, CNN, Logistic 
Regression, DDQN, DQN + RFE, and SVM ML models. To compare the performance 
of our proposed model with that of other traditional machine learning techniques on 
the CSE-CIC-IDS2018 dataset, we give the Accuracy, F1-Score metrics and the test 
time cost(ms) for detecting a single data for each model in Table 8. We only compare 

Fig. 12 The impact of different discount factors (λ). a CSE-CIC-IDS2018 dataset. b NSL-KDD dataset
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the CSE-CIC-IDS2018 dataset since the NSL-KDD dataset is a regularly used dataset for 
which several recognition techniques greatly perform.

As shown in Table 8, our suggested model achieves ideal performance in Accuracy and 
F1-Score, with respective values of 0.968 and 0.963. In comparison, the XGBoost model, 
a fresh ML model launched in recent years, is behind our suggested model in terms of 
performance by 2.1% and 3%. There is a 2.2% improvement in F1-Score compared to the 
DQN model, and test time was reduced significantly. The three subclasses of naive Bayes 
models, Gaussion-NB, Bernoulli-NB, and Multinomial-NB, perform badly, although the 
performance of other models is very excellent. In addition to the accuracy of each mod-
el’s predictions, we also considered its test time for detecting a single data, as indicated 
in the final column of Table 8. It has been observed that the prediction performance of 
models with shorter run periods is often inferior, whereas the prediction performance 
of models with longer run times is considerably superior. The random forest model 
required the largest amount of time (300 ms), two orders of magnitude longer than the 
NB series model, which required the least amount of time (about 3 ms). This suggests 
that runtime and prediction performance are positively correlated. Our suggested model 
employs a feature selection technique to minimize duplicate features and lower the test-
ing cost to about 34.2 ms for single data.

In addition, we performed a comparative analysis of our model’s AUC and F1-Score 
against other existing approaches using the CSE-CIC-IDS2018 dataset, as presented in 
Table 9. The results indicate that our model surpasses other methods in terms of per-
formance, exhibiting superior AUC and F1-Score values. Traditional machine learning 
techniques like Decision Tree and Random Forest demonstrate relatively lower AUC val-
ues, although they exhibit higher F1-Scores. Conversely, novel research approaches such 
as ID-RDRL, which utilize deep reinforcement learning techniques for network attack 
identification, achieve higher AUC values but slightly lower F1-Scores. These findings 
suggest that our model excels in handling the challenges posed by imbalanced datasets, 
making it a more effective solution for intrusion detection.

Table 8 Comparison of performance of multiple models in CSE-CIC-IDS2018 dataset

Detection Model Accuracy F1-Score Test time(ms)

logistic regression 0.881 0.782 6.294

KNN 0.927 0.907 317.929

Random forest 0.836 0.735 26.870

GBM 0.934 0.921 24.717

Gaussian-NB 0.796 0.389 4.738

Bernoulli-NB 0.728 0.589 5.032

Multinomial-NB 0.558 0.498 4.496

AdaBoosts 0.946 0.906 59.217

Neural Network 0.901 0.809 30.525

XGBoost 0.947 0.933 130.918

DT 0.931 0.922 80.301

CNN-1D 0.929 0.918 98.374

DQN 0.941 0.925 110.327

DDQN 0.939 0.928 142.392

Our model 0.968 0.963 34.286
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Conclusion
This paper addresses the challenge of automatic feature selection and subspace 
exploration in intrusion detection systems (IDS). We propose MAFSIDS, a Deep 
Q-Learning (DQL) based IDS that leverages the MAFS (Multi-Agent Feature Selec-
tion) method to enhance feature selection and network attack classification. MAF-
SIDS introduces a multi-agent reinforcement learning framework to redefine the 
feature selection problem, reducing the complexity by representing the feature space 
as N  feature agents instead of the traditional 2N  space. To improve the accuracy 
and speed of feature selection, we employ a Graph Convolutional Neural Network 
(GCN) to extract deeper features from the data. Additionally, we utilize Mini-Batchs 
for data recoding, allowing reinforcement learning to be applied to supervised learn-
ing, thereby enhancing accuracy. Furthermore, we optimize the model’s efficiency by 
fitting the policy network with a minimalist neural network. In our comprehensive 
simulation experiments conducted using Python, we evaluate the performance of 
MAFSIDS on the CSE-CIC-IDS2018 and NSL-KDD datasets. The results demonstrate 
impressive accuracy (96.8% and 99.1%) and F1-Score (96.3% and 99.1%), with the 
selected feature subset reducing redundant features by approximately 80% compared 
to the original features. Additionally, we compare our model with other popular ML 
models, and our approach exhibits good performance in terms of AUC and F1-Score.

In future research, we plan to extend the application of our model to newer intru-
sion detection datasets, such as CIC-DDoS2019, to enhance its performance in more 
specific attack domains. Furthermore, we aim to explore feature transformation tech-
niques to optimize the interpretability and effectiveness of machine learning in IDS, 
thereby improving overall system performance [57].
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